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UCM Foundation Awards FY15 Opportunity Grants to Faculty, Staff

WARRENSBURG, Mo. (May 6, 2014) — Fifteen projects that range from nanoparticle research and wireless camera sensing to an ethics game, solar electric vehicle and earth stories art exhibition will receive funding in fiscal year 2015 through the University of Central Missouri Foundation Opportunity Grants Program, according to an announcement May 3 by the UCM Foundation Board of Directors.

“We’re excited that the Foundation Board of Directors approved funding for 15 of the projects submitted in our second year of offering these grants to our faculty and staff,” said Jason Drummond, vice president for alumni relations and development and executive director of the Foundation. “Last year, the programs funded by Opportunity Grants impacted some 28,374 people. We believe the projects funded this year will have a significant influence on learning opportunities for our students.”

The Opportunity Grant program was created to support targeted, student-centered activities of UCM faculty and staff resulting in significant outcomes that benefit the university’s learning environment. Grants, which start at $100 and range to an individual maximum of $5,000, are funded based on the fiscal year, July 1 through June 30.

Recipients and projects for FY15 are:

- Christian Cutler, director of the UCM Gallery of Art and Design, for earth stories art exhibition
- Gregg Etter, associate professor of criminal justice, for Lambda Alpha Epsilon shooting team regional competition
- Daryl Goad, assistant professor, and Anna Oller, professor, both in the biology and agriculture department, for research in bacterial and fungal growth in local wineries
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• Theresa Gordon, associate professor of social work, for writing and technology needs of Summit Center students
• Jack Horine, emeriti faculty of aviation, for middle school enrichment program
• Dick Kahoe, associate professor of career and technology education, for video imaging in photography program
• Amy Kiger, director of violence and substance abuse prevention, for promotion of bystander action of sexual assault prevention
• Lee Lui, associate professor of geography, to engage students in learning and practicing conservation, justice and equity for future world community
• Dorothy McGrath, manager of KMOS, for social media enhancements to the university’s public television station
• Tom Mitchell, assistant professor of technology, for testing digital mirrorless camera sensor
• Joe Moore, assistant professor of communication, to purchase equipment for a collaboration in journalism education
• Suhansa Rodchua, associate professor of technology, for ethics learning for STEM students
• Marco Rosichelli, assistant professor of art and design, for collaborative cross-class technology in art project
• Shelby Scott, lab manager and instructor of technology, for solar electric vehicle
• Chen Zhou, assistant professor of chemistry, to purchase equipment needed in his research on luminescent gold nanoparticles for copper ion detection

The UCM Foundation is the official fundraising arm of the University of Central Missouri. Established in 1979, the foundation procures, maintains and administers philanthropic gifts that advance the university's mission and help students attain their college goals. In keeping with that mission, the UCM Foundation established the Opportunity Grant Program in support of faculty and staff who have ideas but insufficient funding for entrepreneurial projects that strengthen the university's learning environment and students' academic experience.

For more information about the UCM Foundation Opportunity Grants and previously funded projects, visit [http://www.ucmo.edu/foundation/info/facstaff/opportunity.cfm](http://www.ucmo.edu/foundation/info/facstaff/opportunity.cfm).
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